Living with stoma - A phenomenological study
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INTRODUCTION

Whatever the reason for stoma surgery is, its purpose is to elongate the survival and help the patients to return to normal and productive life. However, the problems related with stoma cause important changes in individual’s life and also isolation from the society (1-4).

The changes in physiological, psychological and social life influence the life style and quality of life of the individuals (4-7).

In literature there are many quantitative studies examining the psychological, physiological, sexual, compliance problems of the individuals with stoma at hospital and after discharging (3,8-14). But qualitative studies are limited on evaluating the experiences of the individuals with stoma after the surgery (13,15-19). The feelings and ideas, positive and negative conditions and the experiences about the life with stoma of the patients can only be learned with in-depth interviews. This study was conducted to understand how the lives of the patients were affected by the stoma surgery, what are the positive and negative effects of the stoma and experiences with the stoma.

AIM

The purpose of this study is to understand the experiences of the patients after the stoma surgery.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Study design

Phenomenological design and purposeful sampling method were used in this study.

Setting and sample

One of the investigators interviewed face to face with the 19 patients who admitted to stoma therapy unit and urology service of an university hospital between April and December 2012. The unstructured interview form was developed by the hospital between April and December 2012.

RESULTS

Three themes were determined. These themes are; first encounter, challenges and coping. The first encounter theme consists of shock, embarrassment and feeling despair subthemes. Challenges theme consists of four subthemes which are difficulty in daily activities, difficulty in maintaining sex-life, social isolation and economic distress. Coping theme consists of five subthemes; accepting to live with stoma, failing to accept the life with stoma, looking positively, fatalism and support systems.

CONCLUSION

The results of the study define that stoma influences the patients significantly and it causes emotional, physical, sexual, and social changes in their lifestyles. And also, adaptation process was different in patients who had taken social and professional support. To adapt to the life with stoma, it is recommended to receive professional support beginning in the pre-operative period and continue in the post-operative period and patients who has positive/negative experiences with stoma can take social support by joining to the support groups.
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integrity of the meaning. As evaluating the data investigator also used the observation notes he/she wrote during the interview. Important expressions and sentences convenient for the aim of the study were determined and meanings were formed. After designing the meanings, themes were arranged. Finally data analysis was united with the individuals’ experiences. For the reliability of the study a teaching staff blinded to study also analyzed the data and results were compared. The minimal differences between the words were discussed face to face and final coding was formed. General categories were formed with acquired similar expressions and three main themes were determined. For the validity of the study, after ending the voice recording all patients were questioned whether the investigator understand their expressions correctly or not and the convenience of the meanings were confirmed (7,14,20,21).

FINDINGS DUE TO EXPERIENCES OF THE INDIVIDUALS WITH STOMA

Three main themes for these experiences are; first encounter, challenges and coping (Figure 2).

Theme 1. First encounter

The interviews with the patients having a stoma for at least 3 months, showed that first encounter theme comprises of 3 sub-categories. These are shock, embarrassment and despair.

A) Shock

The feeling of the patients at first encounter with the stoma is defined as shock.

*When I opened my eyes, I couldn’t look at the stoma. It was a shock for me. I didn’t look for what happened. I didn’t touch it* (5th. case, f, 78 y, colostomy)

B) Embarrassment

Individuals with stoma expressed that they are embarrassed because of stoma; beside the smell, gas, and influence in the physical image, solely the existence of the stoma is a shame for them.

*.... No one knows... (pause) I’ll never talk about it. I didn’t tell anybody except my family.* (1st. case, f, 52 y, colostomy)

*I avoid swimming in order to hide it from the others. I’m embarrassed.* (15th. case, m, 82 y, colostomy)

C) Feeling despair

Individuals with stoma expressed that they don’t know what to do about the stoma care and with the extra burden due to it and sometimes they feel so desperate and think to suicide.

*I was almost going to do it. I mean I thought about suicide* (3rd. case., 50 y, colostomy).

*If it explodes, what can I do.... desperation* (4th. case., m, 66 y, colostomy)

Theme 2. Challenges

The challenges the individuals with stoma had to deal with after the stoma operation had subthemes as; difficulties in daily activities, difficulties in sex-life, social isolation and economic distress.

Theme 3. Coping

The challenges the individuals with stoma had to deal with after the stoma operation had subthemes as; difficulties in daily activities, difficulties in sex-life, social isolation and economic distress.
A) Difficulty in daily activities
This category has some subcategories as; difficulty in physical exercises, shortage of social activities, sleep disorder, restriction in diet attitudes and trouble in religious practice.

a) Difficulty in physical activity
After the stoma operation individuals denoted that they have restriction in physical activities and their daily activities were decreased.

"Laying and standing up were so difficult after the stoma operation" (5th case, f, 78 y, colostomy)

Also one of the cases denoted that he had troubles in restricting the physical activity like difficulty in weight lifting.

"For example I want to buy vegetables and fruits in bazaar but over a certain weight it is difficult to carry them. You cannot carry them." (13th case, m, 46 y, ileostomy)

b) Sleep disorder
They stated that they cannot sleep deeply and have to wake up frequently because they afraid of loosening of the appliance and getting the bed dirty.

"I did not have sleep. You cannot sleep. It has such negative things" (12th case, f, 64 y, colostomy)

"I have sleep disorder" (16th case, f, 60 y, colostomy)

d) Difficulty in religious practice
After the stoma operation individuals had difficulties in religious practices. They were reluctant to go to mosque because they afraid that the bag can be explode and they have difficulty in performing prayer because they have difficulty in bending and standing.

"Mosque is troublesome. I'm not going to mosque anymore. I was used to go. What mosque with this? How can you go with this? This explodes there." (4th case, m, 66 y, colostomy)

"How it is now. I pray on a chair without ruku." (15th case, m, 82 y, colostomy)

B) Difficulty in maintaining sex life
Individuals with stoma expressed that they have sexual problems, and they avoid from sexual relationship because they afraid of smell and gas and appearance of the stoma.

"We cannot have sexual intercourse approximately for 4 months, my husband is so complainitive about this." (3rd case, f, 50 y, colostomy)

"There isn’t any intercourse since my operation. No erection. My wife do not want to have sexual relation. She wants to divorce. Does not want to live with me."(17th case, m, 66 y, urostomy)

Also individuals with stoma expressed that they don’t have any sexual relationship because they afraid that their partners can damage the stoma.

"Our sex life has ended. In fact, no intimacy. No intimacy because they afraid that their partners can damage the stoma.

"I didn’t touch it. Still I can’t look at it." (5th case, f, 78 y, colostomy)

C) Social isolation
Individuals with stoma dictated that they could not maintain social activities because of the existence of stoma. Also they have to look for a toilet everywhere they can go and carry all the material necessary for nurturing.

"I cannot join the community. This is my greatest problem. We used to meet in certain days but now I can’t join." (4th case, m, 66 y, colostomy)

"I cannot swim either. Normally I like to swim so much. But sometimes this condition annoys me." (8th case, f, 49 y, colostomy)

Before stoma operation individuals could get ready in a few minutes but postoperatively this duration was elongated.

"You have to carry the things you don’t need in normal life. You have to take some materials with you when going somewhere. Maybe it will be easier to accept this condition without these materials."(8th case, f, 49 y, colostomy)

D) Economical distress
One individuals with stoma expressed that he was in financial shortage because of stoma material shopping and that his life was influenced.

"Also there is financial trouble. Bag quantity is insufficient, I buy extra bags, I pay extra money because my health insurance does not cover all. My retirement salary is insufficient." (17th case, m, 66 y, urostomy)

Theme 3. Coping
Sub-categories of coping with stoma are; accepting the life with stoma, failing to accept the life with stoma, looking positively, fatalism and support systems.

A) Accepting the life with stoma
Individuals with stoma stated that they accepted the stoma although postoperatively they had negative feelings for a short time.

"It didn’t effect a bit. I’m so positive. Even still I forget it. (When I saw first) I was not affected.

I wasn’t demoralized." (2nd case, f, 62 y, colostomy)

"Nothing changed in my life with operation, neither before nor after it......I have no complaints......" (5th case, f, 78 y, colostomy)

B) Failing to accept the life with stoma
The individuals with stoma directly expressed that they don’t accept the stoma and also used nick names for it which shows that they don’t accept it.

"Ayse (stoma) never upsets me. I diapser... I don’t care. I wander with Ayse..... Ayse never upsets me." (2nd case, f, 62 years, colostomy)

C) Looking positively
Individuals with stoma stated that they don’t have difficulty in accepting the stoma because they got rid of cancer or something worse could have happen.

"It is worse to have stroke, I cannot walk or talk. I can beat this, we are old stagers. I’m positive." (2nd case, f, 62 y, colostomy)

"I got rid of cancer, I’m pleased. Was it better if I die because of cancer? I thank god and consent to it" (19th case, m, 58 y, urostomy)

D) Fatalism
Individuals with stoma thought that it is from God and in their destiny, and accepted it.

"It happened. Fate...You’ll die once more." (4th case, m, 66 y, colostomy)

"I said that God gave it to me, I accepted it and then I became comfortable." (17th case, m, 66 y, urostomy)

E) Support systems

a) Social support
Individuals with stoma expressed that family and friends are very important to cope with and take care of the stoma.

"My daughter was there too. She said; mummy you can do and learn." (2nd case, f, 62 y, colostomy)

"My family supported me very much."(7th case, f, 54 y, ileostomy)

They also indicated that psychologically, and for maintaining the physical activities the important ones are significant supports.

"Monale is the most important thing in my wellbeing, also my wife supported me very much. We do everything together." (14th case, m, 72 y, ileostomy)

b) Professional support
In accepting the stoma, the support of health professionals had very positive influence and the support of stomatherapy nurse and doctor were extremely beneficial for the individuals with stoma.

"I want to thank to Nurse D. (stomatherapy nurse). I gather strength with her support. I used to it after her support." (3rd case, f, 50 y, colostomy)

"When I have problem with stoma, I always come to nurse D. Her existence is really a support."(8th case, f, 49 y, ileostomy)

In addition, during the interviews individuals learned that there are other people having the same problem and this provided a support for them.

"When you talked with me and gave information, I realized that there are many individuals with stoma in the world. This made me feel comfortable." (15th case, m, 82 years, colostomy)
DISCUSSION

Theme 1. First Encounter

A) Shock

In literature it was stated that patients feel sorry and frequently can perceive the stoma as a disability when they see it for the first time. Also, the individuals can be shocked, and have the feelings of loss, hate, shame, and disgusting (5,9,22,23). Our study showed that even if they informed about stoma before the operation, they had an emotional shock when they awoke and see the stoma in the recovery room after the operation. The qualitative study of Persson and Hellström 36 showed that even teaching before the operation cannot prepare them emotionally for the first encounter with the stoma. First encounter with the stoma is a hard period for the individual and even informing before the operation cannot sufficiently prepare them to see the stoma. This can be explained by the necessity of emotional preparation beside the physical preparation for the first encounter with the stoma.

B) Embarrassment

Similar with our results, the other studies showed that individuals are ashamed of having stoma and tried to hide it (9,10). The individuals with stoma didn’t want to talk about stoma with the others and share it only with their families because of this shame. Some of them even didn’t tell it to their children because they afraid that the children will be disgusted in the small. Stoma can be filled with uncontrolled farting and defecation and becomes visible from outside so, individuals are reluctant to socialize and don’t use public transportation (19). Their shame can be explained with the problems due to smell and gas and with this dishonorable condition.

C) Feeling despair

Previous studies showed that individuals can deny, be afraid, be angry, resentful, be anxious, feel grief and hostility because of the stoma and also, they feel desperate (5,24). Our study cases declared that they don’t know what to do because of the extra and recondite burden of the stoma and feel desperate. These feelings of the patients can be explained with the new condition they have to face and multiple negative feelings they have to cope with.

Similar with our results, previous studies in the literature found that appearance, care burden and physical problems due to stoma cause them to afraid (24,25). Serious psycho-social problems the individuals face with beside the fear can be linked with support lack.

Similar with our results, literature showed that psycho-social problems like anxiety, social-phobia, depression and major depression and even suicidal thoughts can be seen after the stoma operation (1,26). We have to emphasize that although the stoma aims to lengthen the survival, individual prefers to die instead of living with stoma because of the problems due to it. Individuals must be supported emotionally before and after the operation in order to comply with the stoma. It is necessary to be alerted for the psychosocial problems of the individuals with stoma and determine them in the early period.

Theme 2. Challenges

A) Difficulties in daily activities

a) Difficulty in physical movement

Similar with the previous studies, we determined that patients limited the physical movements because of pain and fear of damaging the stoma (1,23,27,28). They can feel limited because they have difficulty in lying and standing, cannot stay in sitting position continuously and afraid of explosion of the bag. This condition causes them to feel limited and have difficulty in daily activities.

In this context, to maintain their daily activities and raise their quality of life it is important to inform them about the physical activities after the stoma and what they can or cannot do.

a) Sleeping disorder

In a qualitative study, similar with our results, individuals were anxious that the stoma can leak and could not sleep deeply because it bothers them. 43 Patients cannot fell into sleep because they afraid of the explosion of the stoma.

We found that they have to wake up frequently, hesitate to turn in the bed and even stay awake till morning because they don’t want to contaminate the bed. They have to cope with many negative conditions in addition to stoma and this insomnia prevents them from living healthy.

Similar with the previous study results, our study cases avoid sleeping with their partners beside the fear of bag explosion; and these effected their relationship with their partners (11,29,30). The social support need and bad relations with their spouses may have negative influences on their lives. Because of this, spouses must attend to the teachings of the patients for stoma compliance.

b) Restriction of diet

Our results showed that patients have trouble in diet and have nutrition disorder because they restrict the diet content. Similar with the literature they have trouble in food selection, have to change their attitudes to avoid from gas, bag inflation and explosion (31,32). It may be due to insufficient information about the diet. They must know that only some food can cause gas and smell, stoma does not change their digestive system and they must avoid eating the food those cause problem for them (33,34,35).

c) Difficulties in religious practice

Dabirian, et al. (11) indicated group stated that they don’t as clean and valuable as the ones going to mosque and the others have no difference in their beliefs or ideas but just pray. In our study patients had trouble in religious practice because they cannot ruku or kowtow. The other trouble was the fear of explosion and smell of the bag which prevents them from going to the mosque.

It must be explained that restriction of the religious practices due to these reasons is not a sin according to Islam. Individual can perform slat on the chair by sitting and he/she must not feel bothered because it is not prejudicial according to Islam. Also they can empty the bag before going to mosque, prefer mono-bag system and use deodorizer and filters to go to the mosque with a clear conscience.

B) Difficulty in maintaining sexlife

Our study showed that individual find her/his self-dirty, repulsive and insufficient for sexlife because they are not attractive any more.

These troubles can be connected to the appearance of the stoma during sexual relationship, smell and noise of the stoma, fear of losening and injury of the stoma and decreased libido.

In a previous study (27) like our results patients thought that their body is changed when compared with their preoperative body and avoid from sexual relations because they think they are not attractive anymore. The sexuality of the individuals with stoma was affected negatively because they find themselves less attractive and do not share this feeling with their partners.

As in a qualitative study (32) we found that individuals with stoma prefer to determine the relation according to their partner’s approach to the stoma because they abstain from the others’ reactions. The individuals with positive spouse support do not have trouble so, spouses must be informed and they must support the individuals with stoma.

It is thought that the sexual dysfunction in three urostomy patients is due to surgical operation. This condition causes them to feel as they lost their manhood and negatively affected the relation with their partners. The male cases in Zmijewski’s study 32 had erectile dysfunction and retrograde ejaculation as in our study. Beside the negative feelings about sex, they had problems due to surgery. Because of this male patients must be referred to urology outpatient clinic postoperatively, to share their concerns about sexuality.

C) Social isolation

Our study patients faced with social isolation because of smell, leak, gas, embarrassment after the stoma operation like the previous studies. Patients have social problems after the ostomy surgery and they avoid from; some daily activities, sports, meeting with friends, going to the movie, becoming acquainted with new friends.

Almost all of them felt sorry when they are out, avoided to be in social environments with their friends, gave up to go holiday and swimming. It is important to realize that they waived from serious social attitudes like swimming or going to a holiday. They must be informed and encouraged about this issue. Nurses must support the patients to continue the social
activities because giving up these social events leads to more serious problems (11,23,31).

D) Economical distress
Beside that they cannot go to work, they stay in hospital for a long time and necessary materials are expensive and all these causes economical shortage (9,11,28,31).

In our study group females were house wives and majority of the males were retired or bosses that they did not have economical problem due to work. However one patient expressed that he had economical shortage after the stoma and his family life was influenced negatively. In our country health insurance covers a limited part of the materials and especially after the operation in the early period patients have to buy the materials themselves and this leads to economic distress. One case in our study told that he had financial problem because he had to change the leaking bag so frequent. This shows that patient can need more bags and adapters because of stoma problems (fistula, retraction etc.) and there can be shortage of material (31).

Theme 2. Coping
Accepting to live with stoma
As in previous studies, we found that patients accept the stoma more easily if they have the following factors; patients with crohn disease or ulcerative colitis get rid of diarrhea attacks and cancer patients relieved from cancer. If they see the stoma as a salvation from a worse condition they accept the stoma more easily (28,36).

The negative feelings were disappeared quickly with social and professional support. Patients accept the stoma as a bridge to life and a chance for survival and the strength of family relations and physical and psychosocial supports of them are very important factors in Turkish population for this acception.

Similar with a previous study, our study showed that if patients are informed and operation field is signed before the operation they do not influenced by the operation and do not have negative feelings when they see it and do not need to hide it (8,15). It is thought that informing the patient clearly about the purpose and location of the stoma will be beneficial for the compliance process.

A) Failing to accept the life with stoma
Studies found that not accepting the stoma is affected with following factors; body image change, thinking that she/he is not normal and cannot have a normal life anymore, and feeling useless (30,37,38). Also, patients in our study who felt insufficiency were hardly accepted the stoma. The situation must be discussed with the patient not accepting herself/himself as normal and they must be helped for compliance (18).

However, some individuals whom expressed that they have accepted the stoma, used nick names for the stoma which is a sign of unacceptance. Even if they expressed compliance it may not be true. Because of this, nurse must observe their behavior’s closely. During compliance period patients can use ineffective defense mechanisms and these prevention can be beneficial. However, in long-term, patient must learn to live with stoma and develop technical skills for stoma Care (36,15).

B) Looking positively
As in a previous qualitative study, our patients also accepted the stoma as a bridge to life (28).

In our study most of the cases took it from the positive side and thought they get rid of a worse condition so, accepted the stoma more easily. They were happy not being in a worse condition like stroke. Also the patients with cancer accepted the stoma as salvation and survival chance, and do not have difficulty in coping with it.

For the patients preferring to be consoled with thinking worse conditions, positivity is an effective coping method. However, it is important to realize whether if the patient accommodate to this new condition and percept himself/herself normal or not. Nurse must question this issue and support the patients.

C) Fatalism
We thought that as in a qualitative study, because all of our cases were Muslim and believe in God, they did not have any difference in their lives after the stoma. 15 Patients come round to stoma as coming from God, and as fate so they think that denying the stoma is a rebel and refusing the fate. The patients using belief for coping, didn’t have any difficulty in accepting the stoma. It must be remembered that religious beliefs and ideas are very important to facilitate their lives with stoma.

D) Support Systems
a) Social Support
Similar with our results a qualitative study found that stoma assumption duration is shorter in the patients whom were supported physically and psychologically by their families and friends (32). Also, we found that family and friends are very important in getting used to the life with stoma. Family has an important role in caring the stoma and an important support in maintaining the psychological and physical activities. If their social environment see the stoma as a problem patients prefer to hide it and change their clothes in the dark.

The patients without positive social support accept the stoma hardly and have more negative feelings (9,23,28,31,39). Because of this, family must be informed about the stoma preoperatively. Studies showed that positive social support helps patients to accept the new condition easily (9,28,31).

b) Professional Support
Like our results, previous studies found that support of health professionals is very important in accepting the stoma and accommodating to the new life. Informing the patients about the stoma and life with stoma before the operation decreases the negative feelings and fears about the operation and its results, and increases the compliance (3,23,37). Especially informing them about the necessity of stoma and giving details for the postoperative life by doctor; and stoma teaching and psychosocial support by the nurse have significant importance for patients. Beside the social support, professional support helps them to feel more secure and facilitates the compliance (40-53).

RESULTS
Different from other studies we investigated the experiences of the individuals with stoma and found that there were great differences in their lives after the stoma. Our results showed that patients have been affected significantly and had differences in emotional, physical, sexual and social parts of her/his life. There were patients whom prefer to die instead of having stoma. Not getting supervision and support, except stoma care, and can’t expressing themselves psychosocially and sexually influenced their lives negatively. The individuals with stoma with social and professional support had positive experiences when compared with the negative experiences of the ones without any support during the compliance period. Also, patients stated that their compliance will be facilitated if they take social and professional support.

TRUSTWORTIES
As a result, if we want the individuals with stoma be in compliance with stoma;

- Patients must be informed about the life with stoma before the operation and must be supported in the post-operative period;
- Patients must take private physical, psychosocial and sexual consultancy in postoperative period;
- It is recommended to form support groups for individuals with stoma to discuss, share their positive/negative experiences after the operation and help them to take part in a group;
- Also it is recommended to held qualitative studies examining the physical, spiritual, social and sexual experiences of the individuals with stoma separately.
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